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1. Introduction    
Synchrotron radiation-based micro computed tomography (SR-µCT) has become a valuable 
tool for the structural analyzes of different types of biomaterials in tissue engineering 
research. This methodology allows to investigate millimetre sized specimens in their three 
dimensional context - even on a cellular level without destroying the material. 
In this chapter we elucidate the use of SR-µCT to analyze several biomaterials for tissue 
engineering research, which are targeted at different applications in the life sciences and 
which feature completely different properties. Among the investigated materials are 
biopolymeric scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering, a commercial fibre based scaffold, 
biodegradable microspheres as drug release system and two multi-layered materials for 
possible applications in guided nerve growth. Further, as the used SR-µCT beam line allows 
the generation of coherent and monochromatic X-rays, limitations due to low differences in 
absorption contrast can be solved by using the enhanced phase contrast imaging capabilities 
of the beam line station. The three-dimensional data acquired for each investigated sample 
allowed for qualitative and quantitative results unprecedented by light microscopy or 
electron microscopy. While the main focus has been set on imaging aspects, the results 
obtained are discussed in view of the respective literature indicating trends in future 
research. 
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2. Fundamentals of X-Ray Imaging and Tomography 
In 1895 Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen discovered a new type of radiation being emitted from a 
vacuum tube while investigating cathode rays (Röntgen, 1895). Röntgen named this type of 
radiation X-rays and produced the first medical X-ray image showing his wife’s hand. X-
rays are part of the electromagnetic spectrum, although with a much shorter wavelength 
than visible light and with the ability to penetrate matter depending on atomic mass (µ) and 
density (respectively the thickness d) according to the Lambert-Beer’s law (1). 
Especially biological matter, being of low density and being mostly composed of elements 
with a low atomic mass, is penetrated rather well. Consequently, the application of X-rays to 
medical sciences was established from the very beginning, but soon extended to 
applications in chemistry, physics and materials sciences. 
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Just over twenty years later in 1917 Johann Radon (Radon, 1917) developed the 
mathematical base to calculate cross-sectional views from series of rotational projection 
images - an approach which ultimately laid the basis for X-ray tomography and which is 
known as the projection-slice theorem. Simplified, the projection image of an object at a 
certain rotation angle θ can be described as a set of line integrals, which themselves 
represent the attenuation of the X-ray after traversal through the object. This intensity 
information is, like the first X-ray image of Röntgen’s wife, a two-dimensional image. 
Following, the mathematical fundamentals to derive three-dimensional data from these sets 
of projection images in parallel beam geometry are briefly summarized. Although, other 
beam geometries, like conical or fan beams exist, the simplest mathematical approach is 
given considering a parallel beam of X-rays. This setup was furthermore exclusively used in 
all experiments described in this chapter. For a more in depth description, the reader is 
referred to the work of Kak and Slaney (Kak & Slaney, 1988). Briefly, the total attenuation p 
of a ray at an angle θ and a position r relative to the rotation centre as displayed for a 
phantom object in Figure 1a is given by equation (2), where I is the intensity and µ is the 
attenuation coefficient corresponding to the Lambert-Beer’s law. 
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Consequently, a point (x,y) is projected onto r(θ) according to equation (3).  
 
cos sinr x y    (3) 
 
Using above formula, equation (2) can be rewritten in its transformed form (4), which is 
called the radon transform or sinogram (Figure 1b). 
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In tomography, the sinogram is used to reconstruct the sliced data from the projection data 
via the inverse of equation (4). The exact reconstruction of a given object in its sliced form 
requires an infinite amount of projections due to the projection-slice theorem. 
Practically, a finite amount of projections in the range of 103 is used to optimize between 
data size/ processing time and reconstructed details. 
Figure 1c displays the back projection obtained from the sinogram, which appears blurred 
and features a distinct halo. Applying a filter significantly reduces this effect and is 
consequently termed filtered back projection (Figure 1d, some artefacts can be observed as 
displayed in the cut-out). A parallel beam geometry has another favourable impact on the 
reconstruction of tomographic data as projections from 0°-180° are identical to projections 
from 180°-360°, which is, for example, not the case for a conical or fan beam geometry. This 
reduced amount of needed measurements directly impacts computing time and data size. 
 
 Fig. 1. a) Geometrical representation for obtaining the sinogram as demonstrated in b) and 
which is back projected as shown in c) without applying filtering and d) applying a ramp 
filter (the cut-out has been enhanced in contrast to display artefacts due to reconstruction). 
 
3. Synchrotrons as Source for Superior X-Rays 
X-rays can be produced in two different ways. The first approach dates back to Röntgen and 
uses X-ray tubes, essentially evacuated glass tubes with an electrically heated cathode, 
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3. Synchrotrons as Source for Superior X-Rays 
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which emits electrons by thermionic emission from e.g. a tungsten filament. These electrons 
are accelerated towards the anode (e.g. copper) by applying a high voltage in the range of 
some kilovolts to hundred kilovolts. Furthermore, the anode’s plain surface is positioned at 
an angle relative to the incident electrons at around 5° to 20° and it is made of a heat 
resistant material like tungsten or molybdenum as most of the energy is dissipated as heat 
upon deceleration of the electrons in the anode material. Only a few percent of the energy is 
converted into X-rays which are emitted as a fan or cone beam. 
Although, current X-ray tube-based experimental setups can achieve high quality scientific 
data, some beam related limitations cannot be resolved. Here, synchrotrons offer a more 
advanced source for X-rays by accelerating charged particles (e.g. electrons) in storage rings 
up to relativistic speeds. Although electromagnetic radiation (or synchrotron radiation) is 
already emitted tangentially solely due to the particles being accelerated on a circular 
pathway, the efficacy can be raised significantly using undulators or wigglers. These so 
called insertion devices produce forward directed synchrotron radiation by using a series of 
alternating magnets, forcing the particles into oscillations and to loose energy in the form of 
synchrotron radiation. This radiation offers a high photon flux over a large range of 
energies, a high brilliance, a high level of polarization and coherency. Due to the high 
photon flux, wavelength monochromatization is a feasible approach (Dilmanian, 1992; 
Bonse & Bush, 1996). In this context, methods based on synchrotron radiation, allow for 
faster measurements and a broader spectrum of applications. For a more detailed 
comparison between synchrotron generated and tube-generated X-rays, the reader is 
referred to Bernhard et al. (Bernhard et al., 2004). 
 
 Fig. 2. Basic SR-µCT experimental setup, allowing measurement in both absorption contrast 
and phase contrast. Top: real world projection images of a thin sectioned articular cartilage 
specimen showing the impact of the distance between scintillator and sample on absorption 
contrast/ phase contrast (adapted from Zehbe1 et al., 2009). 
 
A promising methodology for certain imaging applications, where it is impossible to rely 
solely on absorption contrast, was introduced at third generation synchrotron sources (e.g. 
 
ESRF, BESSY II or in the future PETRA III). This methodology requires a partially coherent 
beam and allows applying phase contrast to X-ray imaging techniques. While imaging in 
absorption contrast is well adapted to samples featuring a prominent difference in density 
or atomic mass, phase contrast imaging allows detection of structural details which are not 
well visible in absorption. Here, the contrast is achieved by retardation or refraction of 
coherent X-rays at phase boundaries inside the sample (Cloetens et al., 2006; Rack et al., 
2008; Zehbe1 et al., 2009). Fig. 2 illustrates the basic experimental setup which was used 
throughout this chapter and details the impact of the sample position relative to the 
scintillator on the resulting image contrast. The top left of Fig. 2 displays the projection 
images of a sliced bovine cartilage specimen mounted on a microscope slide being imaged at 
the same X-ray energy of 10 keV but different distances to the scintillator. Well visible is the 
increasing edge retrieval for the elliptical object with greater distance to the scintillator. 
 
4. X-Ray Tomography and the Life Sciences 
X-ray based tomography was first established by Hounsfield and Cormack (Hounsfield, 
1973, Cormack, 1973) using an X-ray tube based setup. This work cumulated in the 
introduction of the first clinical X-ray tomography system in 1975. With the advancement of 
superior experimental setups new scientific applications became possible, allowing adapting 
tomographic experiments to much smaller samples while obtaining an unprecedented 
resolution on the micrometer scale. This methodology was consequently termed micro 
computed tomography (µCT). 
One of the first medical related research fields in µCT was the analysis of trabecular bone 
samples by Feldkamp et al. (Feldkamp  et al., 1989) but was soon extended to other areas 
including tissue engineering (Ho & Hutmacher, 2006). The superior properties of 
synchrotron generated X-rays further benefitted the tomographic analyses in the life 
sciences and became known as SR-µCT (Bonse & Bush, 1996). Finally, µCT (regardless of the 
origin of the X-ray) is heavily dependent on advanced computer technology benefiting 
significantly from the improvements in this field over the last 20 years. In this context, it 
should be noted that current tomographic data sets can easily amount to several hundred 
gigabytes in uncompressed size (e.g. approximately 280 Gigabytes for a data set of 4096 
pixel x 4096 pixel x 4096 pixel in 32 bit grey values). Even nowadays the processing of such 
data can take a very long time or might even be impossible for single workstation computer 
systems. Concerning the experimental conditions, enhancements in scintillators (which are 
needed for the conversion of X-rays into visible light) and of course the high mechanical 
precision of modern rotational stages are prerequisites for acquiring high resolution 
tomographic data. In experiments which rely mainly on absorption contrast to image 
biological specimen, it is usually mandatory to significantly enhance this contrast. In this 
regard, metal staining commonly used in electron microscopy is a well adapted 
methodology especially if a discrimination of soft tissue structures is to be considered. One 
of the principal metal stains is osmiumtetroxide (OsO4) which is a potent lipid stain and 
allows detection of cells or other lipid tissue structures. Using SR-µCT, OsO4 has been used 
among many others by Ginty et al. to investigate cell seeded scaffolds (Ginty et al., 2006), by 
Lareida et al. to investigate the microstructure of the inner ear (Lareida et al., 2009) and by 
ourselves to detect cells inside a multilayered sheet scaffold as will be described later in 
section 7.4. A more specific staining can be achieved using immunhistochemical methods or 
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probes. In our own research (see section 7.1) we have established Au-lysine as a potent 
marker for anionic sites at the cell surface (Zehbe2 et al., 2009). 
To circumvent the usage of staining agents, which possibly introduce artefacts or which 
might occlude certain structural details from view, the application of phase contrast imaging 
is a valuable alternative. While a measurement in absorption contrast relies on the 
adaptation of the beam energy to the sample, phase contrast imaging relies solely on a 
coherent beam and therefore can be adjusted by varying the distance between sample and 
scintillator. In this measurement mode it is further possible to significantly reduce the dose 
applied to the sample by increasing the beam energy. In principle, this mode of operation 
allows imaging both strongly and weakly absorbing structures simultaneously. The reader 
is referred to the work of Cloetens et al. (Cloetens et al., 2006) and our own work (Zehbe1 et 
al., 2009) for a more detailed discussion. 
 
5. Tissue Engineering 
In regenerative medicine, tissue engineering can be described as a tool to re-establish lost 
functionality and morphology to a previously damaged tissue. Over the years, several 
strategies were developed with combinations of cells and biomaterials playing a crucial role. 
These constructs are designed to be transplanted into the defect site and are already in 
clinical application. In orthopaedic surgery this methodology is usually termed matrix based 
autologeous chondrocyte transplantation. In this context, artificial scaffolds were 
introduced, allowing predefining a structure, into which cells can be expanded and 
immobilized in vitro or which serve as filler for migrating cells in vivo. Current tissue 
engineering strategies further adapt biochemical targeting to specifically stimulate 
proliferation, matrix synthesis or to control cell differentiation or cell migration. This last 
approach usually involves drug release concepts. 
The archetype for all these tissue engineering strategies is the native and healthy tissue 
which should be regenerated and remodelled. From an investigational viewpoint, the gold 
standard defining this native structure is given by the analysis of histolochemically stained 
slices of the specimen. Unfortunately, this approach results in the complete loss of all 
volumetric morphological information, and requires complex procedures if it is to be 
recovered, usually involving alignment and registration of subsequent serial sections 
(Braverman et al., 1986). Due to its non destructive nature and its ability to resolve the true 
volumetric representation of a given specimen, µCT and especially SR-µCT have become 
important methods in the life sciences. 
The following research details some possible applications in tissue engineering, putting a 
focus on cartilage tissue engineering. Later on, this chapter deals with approaches using 
stacks of polymer sheets for possible applications in neuronal tissue engineering. 
 
6. Experimental Setup 
Computed tomography (CT) requires a setup where either the sample or the beam source/ 
detector system (e.g. clinical CTs) are rotated relative to each other. For synchrotron 
radiation based experimental setups, a rotation of the beam source/ detector system is 
impossible. In this case, the sample is positioned on a multiaxial high precision rotational 
stage, allowing adjustment of translation, rotation and tilting. The experimental setup as 
 
displayed in Fig.2 has been used predominantly in this chapter and is described in several 
studies (Zehbe1 et al., 2007; Zehbe1 et al., 2009; Rack et al., 2008). Although the photon flux 
density is several orders of magnitude higher than in X-ray tubes, it is not constant over the 
X-ray energy. Fig. 3 displays the dependency of the photon flux density from the X-ray 
energy as was calculated according to Schäffers et al. for the BAMline experimental station 
at BESSY II (Schäffers et al., 1996). Here, at around 10 keV, the photon flux density is 
dramatically reduced due to the used monochromator (DMM, see inset) being coated with 
tungsten (L3ab absorption edge at 10.198 keV). Accordingly, measurements in this energy 
range usually require longer exposure times due to the reduced photon flux when 
compared to for example measurements at around 22 keV. In the research detailed in this 
chapter, the energy was set to different values ranging from 7 keV to 30 keV, while further 
using different sample to scintillator distances as to achieving the desired contrast mode. 
The scintillator consisted of a thin, single CdWO4 crystal and was coupled to light optics (up 
to 10x magnification) and a CCD camera (2048x2048, peltier cooled to -30 °C). The acquired 
projection images were recorded in multi-image file formats. 
 
 Fig. 3. Photon flux density behind the double multilayer monochromator (DMM) at the 
BAMline according to Schäffers et al. and Rack et al. (Schäffers et al., 1996, Rack et al., 2008). 
Around 10 keV the flux is reduced; data from BAMline description (Riesemeier et al. 2007). 
 
7. Research 
For an in-depth description of the experimental methodology and the results obtained, the 
reader is kindly referred to Table 2 at the end of this chapter and the cited references. 
Rendered data has been re-coloured for visualization purposes. 
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using different sample to scintillator distances as to achieving the desired contrast mode. 
The scintillator consisted of a thin, single CdWO4 crystal and was coupled to light optics (up 
to 10x magnification) and a CCD camera (2048x2048, peltier cooled to -30 °C). The acquired 
projection images were recorded in multi-image file formats. 
 
 Fig. 3. Photon flux density behind the double multilayer monochromator (DMM) at the 
BAMline according to Schäffers et al. and Rack et al. (Schäffers et al., 1996, Rack et al., 2008). 
Around 10 keV the flux is reduced; data from BAMline description (Riesemeier et al. 2007). 
 
7. Research 
For an in-depth description of the experimental methodology and the results obtained, the 
reader is kindly referred to Table 2 at the end of this chapter and the cited references. 





7.1 Cartilage Tissue Engineering 
Degenerative, rheumatic or traumatic processes are the predominant causes for articular 
cartilage damage. The tissue itself has only a very limited regenerative potential and 
consequently, cartilage tissue engineering aims at either repopulating a defect with an 
excess amount of autologeous cells, stabilizing the defect area by supporting cell-scaffold 
constructs or enhancing the regeneration by biochemical targeting mechanisms. To better 
understand these different tissue engineering approaches it is mandatory to comprehend 
structure and function of the native tissue. Articular cartilage covers the ends of the long 
bones and is well known for its mechanical and tribological properties featuring a specific 
zonal structure of the extracellular matrix (primarily collagen II and proteoglycans) and the 
integrated cartilage cells, the chondrocytes. The following regions can be identified as 
follows: the surface zone, the middle zone, the deep zone and the subchondral bone 
(Buckwalter & Mankin, 1997). Depending on the zonal localisation, the chondrocytes appear 
in different morphologies. They are stretched along the surface as are the collagen fibres, 
while being mostly elliptical or rounded in the middle zone, where some cells form 
isogeneous cell groups. Towards the deep zone, the collagen fibres become more 
perpendicularly oriented to the surface resulting in a rise in stiffness. This zone further 
becomes increasingly calcified and connects to the subchondral bone. 
In a previous study (Zehbe1 et al., 2009) we have elucidated the use of SR-µCT to image the 
volumetric tissue morphology. Although the original data showed strong ring artefacts due 
to scintillator errors, as displayed in Fig. 4a, these artefacts were well compensated by 
sinogram correction as shown in Fig. 4b. 
 
 
 Fig. 4. Morphology of bovine articular cartilage and data enhancement through sinogram 
correction (a-c) resulting in the rendered data (d). 
 
In the sinogram data (Fig. 4c), ring artefacts appear as parallel streaks or lines and can be 
easily filtered with a median filter. The data was rendered in a user defined colour scheme 
as displayed in Fig. 4d, showing the three-dimensional distribution and orientation of the 
chondrocytes depending on their zonal localisation. 
Consequently, a tissue engineering approach should adapt as many of these properties as 
possible. As pure cell based tissue engineering can only partly re-establish the cellularity, 
usage of scaffold systems offers a methodology not only to restore the cellularity but also 
structure and function. These scaffolds are usually made of synthetic or natural polymers by 
techniques like fibre bonding, solvent casting, gas foaming or phase separation (Mikos & 
Temenoff, 2000). In our own research on scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering, we 
developed a technique, which uses a directional freezing process to structure water based 
solutions of gelatine. This process was further designed to allow for the electrolysis of water 
prior to freezing and consequently results in the introduction of gas bubbles inside the 
gelatine solution before it is directionally frozen. Addition of other components like salts, 
acids, ceramics or polymer particles allows synthesising composite scaffolds or achieving 
different pore morphologies (Zehbe et al., 2005; Zehbe1 et al., 2007; Zehbe2 et al., 2009). 
Fig. 5 displays some rendered representations of scaffolds made by ourselves and which are 
designed to degrade biologically. 
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 Fig. 5. Scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering. a) Ethisorb ®, b) – f) gelatine scaffolds with 
increasing pore diameter, g) gelatine scaffolds with cells in fibrin matrix, h) gelatine-
hydroxyapatite-composite scaffolds, i) PLGA-microsphere modified gelatine scaffold, 
j) scaffold with manual separated cells (red) and Au/ Ag stained cells (white) and 
k) scaffold with Au/ Ag stained cells (white) at the surface only. 
 
Fig. 5a shows a competing commercial type scaffold (Ethisorb ®) which is made of PLGA-
fibres being connected by poly-p-dioxanone and which was cultivated with porcine 
chondrocytes (2 * 106 cells) for 1 week, although the SR-µCT data did not reveal cells, the 
scaffold morphology was well imaged. 
Figs. 5b to 5f demonstrate the effects of different freezing temperatures and differing ion 
contents (here, addition of hydrochloric acid) on the pore morphology as outlined in 
Table 1. The Feret’s diameter of the pores was calculated as mean value from each slice of 
the respective tomographic data (Zehbe2 et al., 2009). All these gelatine scaffolds were 
cultivated with porcine chondrocytes similar to the commercial Ethisorb® scaffold as 
described above. Further, the cultivated cells were labelled with a cell surface specific metal 
stain (Au-lysine in combination with a silver enhancer) to better visualize individual cells in 
the tomographic data. 
 
Scaffold 
(as labelled in Fig. 5) 

















































Table 1. Parameters influencing the pore morphology of gelatine scaffolds (scaffold b) and j) 
and scaffold e) and k) are identical). 
 
Interestingly, this staining did not label all cells as intensely as desired (Fig. 5j). 
Consequently, cells were individually separated using a software-based volumetric mark-up 
tool. As a result, it was only possible to demonstrate a homogeneous and dense population 
of cells inside the larger pored scaffolds (Fig. 5b/ 5j), while the denser scaffolds appeared to 
show intensely stained cell-clusters at the surface only (Fig. 5e/ 5k). 
In a different approach we infiltrated scaffolds with a cell-suspension containing fibrin to 
immobilize the cells immediately after seeding inside the scaffold. This approach was partly 
successful, as it allowed for a better seeding efficacy but resulted in a layer of fibrin and cells 
at the surface of the scaffold only (Fig. 5g). Due to the increased phase contrast in this SR-
µCT experiment, it was possible to identify individual cells rather easily (cells can be seen as 
grainy structure on top of the scaffold). 
Another two completely different gelatine scaffolds were made by incorporating 
hydroxyapatite (HAp) as a bottom layer being designed to seal against the subchondral 
bone in vivo (Fig. 5h) and by distributing polymeric poly-lactide-co-glycolide (PLGA) 
microspheres inside the gelatine suspension (Fig. 5i). These microspheres were intended as 
possible carriers for targeting molecules (here: prostaglandine E2, PGE2) in a drug-release 
setup. The morphology and the design of the drug-loaded PLGA-microspheres are further 
detailed in section 7.3. From a tomographic viewpoint these different components were 
easily separated from the gelatine network, revealing their respective structures rather well. 
Due to all components having differing elemental compositions or densities, imaging was 
performed in absorption contrast (Zehbe1 et al., 2007). 
On the other hand absorption contrast cannot be well utilized for scaffolds in a watery or 
swollen state. Consequently, further experiments were conducted using phase contrast 
imaging to elucidate the resistance of the scaffolds against compression in a wet 
environment as detailed in the following section. 
 
7.2 Mechanics and Morphology of Scaffolds for Cartilage Tissue Engineering 
Articular cartilage demonstrates mechanical and tribological properties allowing lifelong 
relative movement of adjacent bones. Tissue engineering concepts, especially those dealing 
with artificial scaffolds, should, if possible, adapt these properties to some extend. 
In this regard, an early study of us (Zehbe et al., 2004) proved near native mechanical 
properties for gelatine scaffolds with a highly directional pore structure as discussed in the 
previous section. Mechanical testing of the water soaked scaffolds in confined and 
unconfined conditions showed a strain increase caused by fluid efflux, typical for biphasic 
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materials. Young’s moduli were determined to Es = 0.67 ± 0.02 MPa in unconfined 
compression, aggregate moduli to HA = 0.84 ± 0.03 MPa in confined compression and the 
Poisson’s ratio to εs = 0.27. The obtained values correspond well with bovine cartilage tissue 
measured by Korhonen et al. (Korhonen et al., 2002). 
Until now, we were not able to determine the three-dimensional structural changes of these 
scaffolds under mechanical load. Therefore, we adapted SR-µCT in phase contrast imaging 
mode to determine structural changes, while completely immersing the scaffolds in water. 
 
 Fig. 6. a) Experimental setup for combined tomographical and mechanical investigations, 
b) acquired sliced data of subsequent mechanical displacements and c) rendered data 
comparing two different compression levels. 
 
Although the absorption coefficients for water and gelatine are almost similar and would 
make it extremely difficult to achieve any tomographic details in absorption, phase contrast 
imaging in this case allows for an excellent contrast. Consequently, we have established an 
experimental setup (Fig. 6a) allowing simultaneous mechanical loading and tomographic 
measurement of water soaked gelatine scaffolds. The loading setup consisting of a 
micrometer screw, a plexiglas rod and a simple force sensor is described in more detail in 
Thiem et al. (Thiem et al., 2009). Briefly, a water soaked and air bubble free scaffold was 
placed inside the plexiglas rod while carefully adjusting the on top stamp and calibrating 
the force sensor. This whole setup was placed on the sample stage and was adjusted in the 
beam. The maximum possible distance of 109 cm between sample and scintillator and a 
beam energy of 30 keV ensured sufficient phase contrast to detect the scaffold structure in 
the watery environment as seen in the sliced data (Fig. 6b) and in the rendered data (Fig. 6c). 
The parallel pore network appears to bulge at specific sites (Fig. 6b – 1.0 mm displacement) 
upon increasing the load. As a result most of the mechanical energy is dissipated at these 
sites, while leaving the overall scaffold structure mostly intact. Upon further loading, the 
 
pore network cannot withstand and the pore channels collapse (Fig. 6b – 1.5 mm 
displacement). Summarizing the previously measured biphasic material properties and the 
newly acquired three-dimensional morphological data, we expect good mechanical 
properties in vivo as well. 
 
7.3 Polymeric Drug Release System for Cartilage Tissue Engineering 
Current tissue engineering concepts consider biomolecular targeting mechanisms aimed at 
specific cells the most feasible approach towards successful tissue regeneration. 
Consequently, the integration of targeting molecules into scaffold materials might 
significantly improve the quality and long-term performance of the regenerating tissue by 
maintaining cellular differentiation and optimal tissue functions. In this context, numerous 
substances are known to promote tissue regeneration by stimulation of specific cellular 
pathways. Well established in bone and cartilage tissue engineering are the members of the 
TGF-β superfamily, including the bone morphogenic proteins (BMP) and other related 
substances (Nicoll et al.,  1998). 
From the viewpoint of cartilage tissue engineering another promising class of targeting 
molecules has been found in the metabolites of the arachidonic acid – namely 
prostaglandine E2, which has been demonstrated being important in both developmental 
processes and in tissue regeneration (Sandulache et al., 2006) including bone repair and 
cartilage regeneration. One limiting factor which applies to many targeting molecules is 
their short half-life in vivo. One possibility to prolong the availability in vitro or in vivo is to 
encapsulate the targeting molecule directly inside the scaffold material or indirectly by 
using a more defined carrier system like polymeric microspheres. 
In previous studies we have adapted this later approach and were able to successfully 
encapsulate PGE2 into polymeric polylactide-co-glycolide microspheres (Watzer et al., 2009). 
For more detailed information, the reader is referred to the chapter by Brochhausen et al. in 
this same book. The integration of these microspheres into a gelatine scaffold was briefly 
described in section 7.1. Unfortunately, the data obtained by SR-µCT did not reveal 
ultrastructural details, probably due to a too low difference in absorption contrast, which 
was the dominant image contrast. A reinvestigation (Zehbe3 et al., 2009) of single 
microspheres at a slightly higher resolution but in phase contrast imaging mode revealed 
the data presented in Fig. 7. Apparently, the PGE2-loaded PLGA-microspheres feature a 
porous shell with a compact core (Fig. 7a and Fig. 7c). It is currently unknown if this 
porosity is due to local solvent-entrapment and accumulation, while the PLGA continuously 
hardens, forming hollow structures or, some other mechanism. 
This structural data might explain the release profile (Brochhausen et al., 2008), which is 
shown in Fig. 7b, showing a burst release early on with a plateau after 24 h and decreasing 
release afterwards. The more porous shell can probably release the PGE2 much faster than 
the compact core which functions as diffusion barrier limiting the progress of the target 
molecule from the inside to the outside. 
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 Fig. 7. PGE2-loaded PLGA microsphere: a) rendered SR-µCT data, b) release profile and c) 
sliced SR-µCT data. 
 
7.4 A Different Type of Cell Sheet Engineering investigated by SR-µCT 
A few years ago a novel cell culture technology was developed and termed cell sheet 
engineering (Shimizu et al., 2003). This technology uses a thermoresponsive polymer 
(poly(N-isopropylacrylamide, PIPAAm) to detach cultivated monolayer cells from tissue 
culture ware by changing the PIPAAm from a hydrophilic state to a hydrophobic state by 
decreasing the temperature below 32 °C. The main advantage of this technology is that a 
pure (autologeous) cell sheet can be harvested without any supporting biomaterial which 
can be beneficial in applications, where an artificial material is not desired. Further, these 
cell sheets can be stacked. Due to the monolayer nature of this tissue engineering technique, 
only relatively thin cell layer aggregates can be achieved. To achieve a thicker more scaffold 
like structure, we have developed a different approach by cultivating cells on thin 
composite coatings of PLGA and gelatine on cell culture ware. As the gelatine gradually 
swells in cell culture and partly dissolves, the resulting porous PLGA-gelatine sheet and the 
cells on top can be easily detached from the cell culture ware either for further in vitro 
experimentation or by stacking these sheets obtaining a layered structure of cells and 
supporting biomaterial. 
Fig. 8 displays a stack of 13 PLGA-gelatine sheets which were cultivated with a chondrocyte 
cell line (CHON-001) and which were afterwards fixated using glutaraldehyde and stained 
 
with OsO4. Due to the enhanced absorption contrast resulting from using OsO4 a 
morphological differentiation between cells and supporting PLGA-gelatine-sheets can be 
achieved via SR-µCT. 
 
 Fig. 8. Stack of thirteen PLGA-gelatine sheets pre-cultivated with a cell line, glutaraldehyde 
fixated and OsO4 stained. a) rendered data, b) and c) sliced data (frontal and horizontal). 
 
While Fig. 8a displays the rendered SR-µCT data, Figure 8b and 8c display the 
corresponding frontal and horizontal sliced data. Arrows indicate exemplarily locations of 
OsO4 stained cells, which exhibit a strong absorption contrast sometimes resulting in 
artefacts due to shading effects. Overall, the structural data obtained indicates possible 
applications in the area of the tissue engineering of articular cartilage, skin or nerve tissue. 
Further, nerve tissue engineering is the topic of the following section describing yet another 
approach using stacked polymer sheets. 
 
7.5 Neuronal Tissue Engineering 
Restoring peripheral nerve damage is an important research field in tissue engineering 
sciences. One promising approach uses so called nerve conduits consisting of biodegradable 
polymers. The intention for using these conduits is to establish a preformed structure 
serving as guidance for axonal growth in vivo. 
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In this context, it can be beneficial to prearrange autologeous neuronal cells inside these 
conduits to achieve a better control over axonal growth e.g. by structural, biochemical or 
physical means. Biochemical stimulation can be achieved by integrating certain targeting 
molecules into the conduits similar to the methodology described in section 7.3. Here, the 
nerve growth factor protein (NGF) is probably the most relevant biochemical substance in 
neuronal tissue engineering (Bhang et al., 2007). Its usage is one of several other biochemical 
and physical mechanisms that can be applied to control neuronal regeneration (Schmidt1 et 
al., 2009). Concerning physical stimulation, it is well known, that neuronal cells are 
especially susceptible to electrical potentials. Therefore, in the following research, we 
present a rather simple methodology to control cell growth by applying an electrical 
potential and we demonstrate that SR-µCT can be used to confirm the efficacy from a three-
dimensional morphological viewpoint (Schmidt2 et al., 2009). 
One major problem occurring in tissue engineering can be attributed to the fact that cells 
usually grow in a non ordered fashion in vitro. Consequently, we have developed a 
technique to print microelectrodes on polymer sheets via a method named inverse ink-jet 
printing (using a sputter coater to establish a gold metallization) allowing for vital co-
deposition of cells and the protein fibrin on the anode part of the electrodes (Zehbe2 et al. 
2007). While the structural resolution of the electrodes is limited by the used printer, a 
minimal line width of 35 µm was achievable with a HP deskjet 3520. At first, this method 
was designed for two-dimensional cell cultivation purposes, but was later extended into the 
third dimension by stacking - similar to section 7.4. 
The electrodes being designed for an intended use in neuronal tissue engineering feature 
parallel aligned rows of thin gold made by the sputter coating process. All rows were 
contacted anodically allowing for deposition of cells and fibrin. Afterwards, several 
microelectrodes with the on top cells were stacked, fixated using glutaraldehyde, rinsed in 
distilled water and freeze-dried for further SR-µCT investigations. One microelectrode was 
used for separate vital staining using fluoresceindiacetate/ ethidiumbromide and displays 
nearly 100% vitality (see Fig. 9c). Moreover, the cells were found to adhere solely on the 
anode parts of the electrodes – an effect which we think results from the co-deposited fibrin 
network, serving as artificial extracellular matrix immobilizing the deposited cells. 
Concerning the following SR-µCT imaging experiments, the final imaging results were 
rather interesting and unexpected. As the experiments were conducted in absorption 
contrast only, the expected result would have been to observe strongly absorbing deposited 
gold structures and a weekly absorbing polymer substrate. Further, as the deposited cells 
were not stained with any metal stain (like OsO4), we did not expect to observe the cells 
themselves, as they have a low density and are thin compared to the polymer substrate. 
But interestingly, cells were imaged well (Fig. 9a and 9b) and in good accordance with the 
fluorescence microscopic images acquired previously. This effect is even more 
astonishingly, as the cells appear as even stronger absorbing structures than the deposited 
gold layer. Currently, we do not have a valid explanation for this imaging result. 
 
 
 Fig. 9. a) rendered SR-µCT data of a design study for a possible 3D-nerve conduit consisting 
of stacked micro electrodes, b) magnified SR-µCT data showing single cells and c) 
corresponding fluorescence microscopic image of a vital stain showing 100 % vital cells. 
 
8. Discussion and Conclusion 
In this chapter we have given a brief overview of some tissue engineering strategies and 
biomaterials concepts while focussing on high resolution SR-µCT imaging. 
As was stated previously the presented research should be viewed in the light of the 
respective references, which give more detailed information. Among the described tissue 
engineering solutions, the most extensive research has been conducted on gelatine scaffolds 
with an adjustable pore network for articular cartilage tissue engineering. These scaffolds 
were designed to allow for further optimizations by introducing other substances like 
hydroxyapatite as filler for subchondral bone defects or by addition of biochemical targeting 
molecules to stimulate tissue regeneration. Here, prostaglandine E2 was immobilized 
exemplarily in polylactide-co-glycolide microspheres for extended release, while 
distributing the microspheres in the pore structure of the gelatine scaffolds. 
The presented tomographic data for this tissue engineering solution detailed both cells and 
scaffold materials down to a voxel resolution of 1.6 µm. 
One major advantage of synchrotron radiation based µCT in combination with a highly 
coherent beam was found in the enhanced phase contrast imaging capabilities of the used 
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As was stated previously the presented research should be viewed in the light of the 
respective references, which give more detailed information. Among the described tissue 
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molecules to stimulate tissue regeneration. Here, prostaglandine E2 was immobilized 
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The presented tomographic data for this tissue engineering solution detailed both cells and 
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beamline in some experiments. Here, the demonstration of the pore channel collapse under 
mechanical loading resolved structures otherwise not visible in absorption contrast. 
A resolution up to single biological cells was demonstrated in different imaging conditions. 
While OsO4 and a combination of Au-lysine with a silver enhancer were used to increase the 
imaging results in absorption contrast, phase contrast imaging was adapted to image 
individual cells in both native cartilage tissue and inside gelatine scaffolds as well. A rather 
interesting result was found for a stack of microelectrodes, where exceptionally well 
resolved single cells were found in absorption contrast. 
In conclusion, SR-µCT is a promising methodology to investigate tissues or tissue 
engineered biomaterial-cell constructs. Due to the superior photon quality generated in 
modern synchrotron facilities a far more adaptable setup is established to solve specific 
scientific problems, otherwise not possible in X-ray tube µCT experimental setups. For 
example, this technique opens up the possibilities for in situ measurements of living tissues 
e.g. mechanical loading experiments, acquiring time-lapse tomographic data. 
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